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She’s A Sweetie
She’s A Sweetie is a 16-year-old TB broodmare and 
former warhorse who ended up at-risk at a New York 
livestock auction (due to the death of her farm owner 
and probate entanglements). LOPE took her in and 
gave her a soft landing in our warhorse program.

But veterinary bad luck had already hit Sweetie.  
She had a persistent runny nose. A CT scan showed 
an abscess in one tooth — with a large infection that 
has spread to the sinus cavity. A second tooth is also 
affected.

Sweetie may require up to three procedures to fully 
clear the infection. Two tooth extractions and a sinus 
surgery. Overall cost could range from $3000-$7000. 
Her procedure (the first tooth extraction is scheduled 
for December 15).

Zuper winning at Lone Start Park in April 1998.
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Atlantic Sun 
Atlantic Sun (“Sunny”) was an incredible warhorse, retiring from 
the track at age 9. A few weeks after arrival here, Sunny showed 
sudden signs of distress. A vet exam revealed a displaced 
colon, high heart rate and silent gut. More tests showed that 
Sunny had peritonitis. 

At that point, Sunny met the definition for euthanasia. I returned 
to the clinic, to say good-bye. But by the time I got there, Sunny 
had rallied. It felt wrong to euthanize him when he was fighting 
so hard to stay alive. 

And so began a long, day-by-day battle. After a week at the clinic 
and 19 days of intense antibiotics, Sunny emerged victorious.  As 
it turned out, Sunny’s peritonitis was idiopathic — and not related 
to the displaced colon (which resolved on its own). 

A very rare scenario — and a tribute to Sunny, who fought his way 
back from near death with such fierce tenacity. 

Because of you, horses like Sweetie and Sunny have a 
chance to live – to be valued, honored and cared for again. 
And to become teachers for so many young people! 

Will you help more warhorses bring their world to youth and schools? 

Please consider this request with your utmost care. LOPE does not 
receive any government, federal, or state support. We are completely 
funded  by donors like you who believe in our mission. 

We are truly counting on you.
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